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Abstract

We present a method of characterizing the horizontal and vertical electron density roughness of the D-region ionosphere using

Nationwide Differential GPS (NDGPS) transmitters as Low Frequency (LF; 30-300 kHz) and Medium Frequency (MF; 300-3000

kHz) signals of opportunity. The horizontal roughness is characterized using an amplitude cross-correlation method, which yields

the correlation length scale metric. The vertical roughness is characterized using a differential phase height, which is needed to

mitigate the effects of transmitter phase instability. The ranges and typical values of roughness metrics are investigated using

data from several field campaign measurements. Finally, the roughness metrics for an NDGPS transmitter and VLF transmitter

are compared. It is found that the roughness detected by the VLF transmitter is significantly smoother and demonstrates the

utility of this method to complement traditional VLF measurements.
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Key Points:6

• A method for characterizing the horizontal and vertical electron density rough-7

ness of the D-region using LF/MF signals of opportunity is outlined.8

• Field campaign data is used to investigate typical values of the horizontal and ver-9
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Abstract13

We present a method of characterizing the horizontal and vertical electron density14

roughness of the D-region ionosphere using Nationwide Differential GPS (NDGPS) trans-15

mitters as Low Frequency (LF; 30−300 kHz) and Medium Frequency (MF; 300−300016

kHz) signals of opportunity. The horizontal roughness is characterized using an ampli-17

tude cross-correlation method, which yields the correlation length scale metric. The ver-18

tical roughness is characterized using a differential phase height, which is needed to mit-19

igate the effects of transmitter phase instability. The ranges and typical values of rough-20

ness metrics are investigated using data from several field campaign measurements. Fi-21

nally, the roughness metrics for an NDGPS transmitter and VLF transmitter are com-22

pared. It is found that the roughness detected by the VLF transmitter is significantly23

smoother and demonstrates the utility of this method to complement traditional VLF24

measurements.25

1 Introduction26

The D-region of the ionosphere, which ranges from about 60-100 km, is too high27

for continuous in-situ measurements, such as with high-altitude balloons, and too low28

for satellite-based measurements. Molecular oxygen and nitrogen, nitric oxide, and other29

atoms, such as sodium and calcium, constitute this layer of ionization (Nicolet & Aikin,30

1960). The ionization in the D-region of the ionosphere is primarily due to Lyman-α ra-31

diation during the day and cosmic rays and Lyman-β backscatter from the Earth’s hy-32

drogen exosphere at night (Kotovsky & Moore, 2016). This ionization acts as a disper-33

sive, anisotropic media that reflects lower frequency waves and attenuates higher frequen-34

cies.35

Since the D-region (and the ground) reflects lower frequency waves efficiently, the36

region between the Earth and the D-region is often referred to as the ”Earth-Ionosphere37

Waveguide”. An effective and widespread method to study the D-region is through the38

use of Very Low Frequency (VLF, 3−30 kHz) and Low Frequency (LF, 30−300 kHz) ra-39

dio waves from man-made transmitters, (e.g. (Füllekrug et al., 2019)), or natural sources40

(e.g. (McCormick et al., 2018)), due to the efficient reflection of waves that allow prop-41

agation to global distances. As the frequency of the wave increase, the attenuation of42

the reflected signal increases as well, (Bickel, 1957), as does the reflection height. Waves43

between LF and Medium Frequencies (MF, 300−3000 kHz) reflect higher, with higher44

attenuation, but still reflect within the D-region and can serve to complement VLF ob-45

servations. Waves around 200−400 kHz have previously been used to monitor and study46

the D-region, (Belrose et al., 1959; Bickel, 1957; Clarke, 1962; C. McKerrow, 1957; C. A. McK-47

errow, 1960; Belrose & Thomas, 1968). (Higginson-Rollins & Cohen, 2017) found that48

the United States Coast Guard’s (USCG) Nationwide Differential Global Position Sys-49

tem (NDGPS) can be used as a signal of opportunity for studying the D-region and cap-50

tures perturbations typically associated with the D-region. (Higginson-Rollins & Cohen,51

2020) used NDGPS transmitters to study the effect of the August 2017 “Great Amer-52

ican” solar eclipse on D-region electron density.53

The “small-scale roughness” of the electron density of the D-region is not well un-54

derstood. The bulk of VLF research studying the D-region has been focused on global55

or regional studies, and typically all assume a stratified ionosphere. Some previous work56

done at VLF, e.g. (Lay & Shao, 2011b, 2011a; Füllekrug et al., 2015), examined more57

localized variation, but these studies are by no means exhaustive and fail to truly char-58

acterize roughness on a scale less than 10-100 km, particularly under ambient conditions.59

Early work done using the partial reflection technique touches on the idea of small-scale60

roughness, but the work was limited in scope and focused on understanding the mech-61

anism of weak partial reflections rather than characterizing the roughness, e.g. (Shapiro,62

1973), (Mathews et al., 1973), and (W. K. Hocking, 1979). This paper will outline a tech-63
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nique for studying the small-scale electron density roughness of the D-region using NDGPS64

transmitters. Metrics for determining the horizontal and vertical roughness will be de-65

scribed and applied to field campaign data.66

2 Data Collection and Interpretation67

2.1 LF AWESOME Receivers68

The data in this paper was collected using the LF AWESOME Receiver (Cohen69

et al., 2018). This instrument consists of two orthogonal air-core loop antennas and has70

a sampling rate of 1 MHz, giving a band-pass of approximately 0.5−470 kHz, sensitiv-71

ity up to 0.03 fT/
√
Hz at 30 kHz and 0.1 fT/sqrtHz at 300 kHz, and RMS timing ac-72

curacy of 15−20 ns for the RMS accuracy of all the timing pulses that make up the 173

MHz clock (implying precise phase estimation of <1.5 degrees at 300 kHz), there is no74

frequency drift/offset in the clock detectable with 0.5 part-per-billion resolution. The75

Georgia Tech Low Frequency Lab currently operates a network of 11 receivers through-76

out the United States and Japan. The two receivers used for this paper are located at:77

1) Baxley, Georgia, [31.8767◦ N, 82.3621◦ W], 2) Pisgah Astronomical Research Insti-78

tute (PARI), North Carolina, [35.1996◦ N, 82.8719◦ W].79

2.2 NDGPS Transmitters80

The NDGPS network consists of 33 sites which broadcast, between 285−325 kHz,81

the difference between a known, fixed location and the received GPS coordinates to im-82

prove the accuracy of commercial GPS to centimeter accuracy (D. Last & Poppe, 1996;83

J. Last & Poppe, 1997; Wolfe et al., 2000). From extensive measurements using multi-84

ple transmitters and receivers, it has been found that the transmitter clocks drift, which85

causes phase instability, limiting the usefulness of the phase data. Thus, in this paper,86

only amplitude metrics are considered. Three transmitters will be used for this paper:87

1) New Bern, North Carolina, [35.1750◦ N, 77.0485◦ W], 2) Tampa, Florida, [27.8502◦88

N, 82.5324◦ W], and 3) Bobo, Mississippi, [34.1152◦ N, 90.6912◦ W]. Respectively, the89

transmitters have a baud rate of 100 bits-per-second (BPS), 200 BPS, and 200 BPS, and90

a center frequency of 294 kHz, 312 kHz, and 297 kHz.91

2.3 Data Interpretation92

The receiver collects broadband data for both the North/South (N/S) and the East/West93

(E/W) channel. A synchronized minimum-shift keyed (MSK) demodulation is then ap-94

plied to the broadband data, which converts the MSK modulated transmitter signal into95

a quasi-CW (continuous wave) signal. The result is that the horizontal magnetic flux den-96

sity of a narrowband transmitter can be represented by the amplitude and (carrier) phase97

of the N/S and E/W channel. These four values can be written as two separate com-98

plex phasors that defines an ellipse centered at the origin. Measures can be derived from99

the resulting ellipse and include major axis length, minor axis length, right-hand circu-100

lar polarization (RHCP), left-hand circular polarization (LHCP), ellipticity, tilt angle,101

and start phase. Synchronized MSK demodulation and the polarization ellipse method102

are both covered in great detail by (Gross et al., 2018). The work in this paper will pri-103

marily focus on the major axis length and the minor axis length. These parameters cor-104

respond to the transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) modes of the mag-105

netic field respectively.106

3 Characterizing Roughness107

To determine the location and size of an active scattering region contributing to108

the total field at a receiving point from a surface illuminated by a source the commonly109
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accepted answer is the Fresnel zones, specifically the first Fresnel zone. At oblique in-110

cidence angles, such as in the case of a radio wave reflection from the lower ionosphere,111

this answer becomes less rigorous, but has been used in other works in this context, such112

as in (Lay & Shao, 2011b) and (Lay & Shao, 2011a).113

The basic idea of the first Fresnel zone is as follows. Imagine a surface, such as the114

D-region, illuminated by a transmitter that in turn reflects radio waves, which are de-115

tected by a receiver at some distance. The locus of all points on the reflecting surface116

that generate a reflection that arrives at the receiver with a constant phase difference,117

δ, with respect to the direct radiation along d is given by Equation 1. In Equation 1, R1118

and R2 are the distances of the up going and down going rays and δ is the constant phase119

difference. If δ is incremented in steps of λ
2 , concentric ellipses with phase differences of120

π will arise. This effectively creates rings of alternating constructive and destructive phase121

interference, which form ellipses on the D-region, where the first Fresnel zone will be de-122

fined as the area inside the first ellipse where the locus of all points will constructively123

interfere with a phase of π. In general, the first Fresnel zone, or the first ellipse on the124

surface, has the greatest contribution to the received signal because of the following rea-125

sons: 1) the concentric ellipses, after the first Fresnel zone, have a decreasing area and126

thus decreasing contribution to the received signal, 2) the alternating concentric ellipses127

of constructive and destructive interference, though not identical in size, approximately128

cancel out. For a thorough reference text on Fresnel zones and related topics refer to (P.129

Beckmann & A. Spizzichino, 1963).130

R1 +R2 − d = δ (1)

In the case of a receiver detecting the signal from an LF/MF transmitter, such as131

an NDGPS transmitter, at oblique incidences, the first Fresnel ellipse will appear as an132

ellipse that becomes more elongated as the distance between the transmitter and receiver133

increases. The direction along the path of propagation, or rather the direction towards134

the receiver from the transmitter, is called the radial direction. The direction perpen-135

dicular to the direction of propagation is called the transverse direction. The radial and136

transverse first Fresnel radii can be calculated for varying propagation distances. For ex-137

ample, assume a propagating wave has a frequency of 300 kHz, a reflection height of 90138

km, and a propagation distance of 600 km. The radial radius would be about 43.2 km139

and the transverse radius would be 12.5 km. If the propagation distance is increased to140

1200 km, the radial radius would increase to about 115.3 km and the transverse radius141

would increase to 17.4 km. Thus, the active scattering region, i.e. the first Fresnel zone,142

grows with distance and can become quite large at longer distances. It should also be143

noted that, at distances of about 700−1200 km, the first skywave is the dominant mode.144

This means that, at these distances, the first Fresnel zone is effectively a “patch” of the145

D-region that is being probed by the LF/MF waves with minimal contributions from higher146

order modes. The metrics discussed in the next sections will focus on describing the “ver-147

tical” and “horizontal” roughness of the D-region by exploiting this concept, specifically148

that the patch of the D-region being probed is more or less equivalent to the Fresnel zone149

at the center of the propagation path between the transmitter and receiver.150

The remainder of this section outlines the two key metrics that will be used to mea-151

sure the roughness of the D-region electron density in terms of the vertical, differential152

phase height, and horizontal roughness, correlation length scale. Both these metrics ex-153

ploit the concept of the first Fresnel zone, which is the patch that is being probed by the154

transmitter.155
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3.1 Vertical Roughness156

A group of methods used to estimate the reflection height of a low frequency wave157

from the D-region using phase data are called virtual reflection height methods. A sum-158

mary of these methods can be found in (Piggott et al., 1965). This section will focus on159

one method in particular called the phase height method and is described by h1 in Equa-160

tion 2, where λ is the wavelength, I is the angle of incidence from the vertical plane pointed161

from the ground to the ionosphere, θg is the phase difference between the up-going and162

down-coming waves observed at the ground, and M is simply an arbitrary integer. It is163

import to note, that the solution of Equation 2 is not unique and is dependent on the164

choice of M.165

−4πh1

λ
cos I = (2M + 1)π + θg (2)

However, the NDGPS transmitters being used as a signal of opportunity suffer from166

clock instabilities that cause ramping in the phase data. This is problematic since the167

possible equivalent reflection height techniques from (Piggott et al., 1965) are all reliant168

on phase data. To cope with this problem, a modification has been made to the phase169

height technique described in Equation 2. First, envision a propagation scheme, like the170

one depicted in Figure 1, where a transmitter, left, is detected by two receivers, right,171

at some distance d1 and d2 away. Each wave, depicted in the figure as a ray, propagates172

in a similar path and reflects off the D-region, seen as the blue region above, at some height,173

h1 and h2 respectively, with some angle of incidence, θ1 and θ2. An important assump-174

tion made here is that the receivers are placed sufficiently far from the transmitter, e.g.175

approximately 700 km to 1200 km, in order to ensure that only one skywave is propa-176

gating.177

Figure 1. Example propagation scheme of a transmitter (left) and two closely spaced re-

ceivers (right) with the waves reflecting off of the D-region.

With two receivers, there are now phase measurements at two different locations.178

This will be the key difference between the phase height method described in Equation179

2 and what will now be called the differential phase height. Equation 3 describes what180

happens when the two phase values at each receiver, φ1 and φ2, are subtracted from each181

other. Each phase value can be broken into three parts: 1) the contribution of the trans-182

mitter source (φn,source), 2) the ionospheric and path contribution (φn,ionosphere), and183

3) the contribution from nearby scattering (φn,site). Between the two receivers, the con-184

tribution from the transmitter source should be identical and thus, when subtracted, should185

cancel completely, which effectively eliminates the “phase ramping” described above. The186

remaining phase elements are described in Equation 4, where φ∆,ionosphere is the differ-187
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ence in the ionospheric, and path, contribution, φnoise is the contribution of any time188

varying noise (e.g. receiver noise), and φbias is the contribution of any “constant bias”,189

such as nearby scattering from geographical features or buildings.190

φ∆ = φ1 − φ2 = φ1,source + φ1,ionosphere + φ1,site − φ2,source + φ2,ionosphere + φ2,site (3)

φ∆ = φ∆,ionosphere + φnoise + φbias (4)

In Equation 2, the right-hand side can be encased into a variable, such as Equa-191

tion 5. Given the right selection of M, the phase values from Equation 4 and Equation192

5 will be equal, φ∆ = φ′∆.193

φ′∆ = (2M + 1)π + θg (5)

Thus, we can then substitute Equation 4 into Equation 2 and solve for the equiv-194

alent reflection height, yielding Equation 6. Where λ is the wavelength, θi is the angle195

of incidence (in radians), and φ∆ is the phase from Equation 4.196

H = − φ∆λ

4π cos θi
(6)

Next, the metric we are interested in is a relative change in phase height, rather197

than an absolute metric. Thus, the mean phase height, H̄, is subtracted, which yields198

a normalized relative phase height, ∆h, as in Equation 7. It should be noted that be-199

cause of this normalization, the integer choice, M, from Equation 5 becomes irrelevant.200

This normalized, differential phase height is the final metric of interest. However, to mea-201

sure its variation, the root-mean-squared of a subset time series of normalized differen-202

tial phase height values is calculated, using Equation 8, to measure the vertical varia-203

tion in the D-region.204

∆h = H − H̄ (7)

σRMS =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
n=1

|∆h|2 (8)

The values for the wavelength, λ, and phase, φ∆, are known, however, the angle205

of incidence, θi, is still an unknown. Assuming a spherical Earth, a formula for the an-206

gle of incidence based on the geometry of the problem can easily be solved using Equa-207

tion 9, where Re is the radius of the earth in meters, hn is the reflection height in me-208

ters, and dn is the distance from the transmitter to the receiver in meters. The subscript209

n indicates the receiver number. The resulting angle of incidence, θi,n, is in radians. The210

formula on the right hand side is the angle from the vertical axis, the complementary211

angle of the angle of interest. Thus, the angle is subtracted from π
2 , which yields an an-212

gle of incidence that can be used in Equation 6.213

θi,n =
π

2
− arctan

Re sin dn
2Re

hn +Re(1− cos dn
2Re

)
(9)
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In Equation 9, there is still one unknown: the reflection height, hn. However, only214

the relative change in this variable is of interest. Thus, a best guess value for hn is used215

and left constant. This approximation results in a small error that decreases as prop-216

agation distance increases. For example, if the reflection height is assumed to be 90 km217

with a nighttime range of reflection heights of 85− 95 km for a wave at 300 kHz. For218

a propagation range of 900 km the error, that is the difference between the chosen value219

and the bounds, is θerror,i ≈ ±0.6◦.220

An additional consideration for the use of Equation 6 is that, although there is only221

one angle of incidence in the formula, there are actually two angles of incidence for the222

two receivers being used. Two possible solutions to this problem are: 1) to take the mean223

value of the two angles of incidence, 2) to pick one angle of incidence and use it. In the224

context of this problem, the receiver spacing is often quite small, < 10λ, and if it’s cho-225

sen to be closer to ≈ λ, then the error in the angle of incidence, if only a fixed value is226

used, drops drastically. At a propagation distance of 900 km, the difference between two227

receivers spaced one wavelength apart, with identical reflection heights, is only θerror,i ≈228

0.01◦. Thus, this error becomes negligible under the right circumstances.229

In conclusion, to measure the vertical roughness, or variability, of the D-region the230

differential phase height method described above will be used to track the relative change231

in phase height. Equation 6 is used to calculate the differential phase height using a fixed232

value of angle of incidence, calculated using Equation 9, where an initial reflection height233

of 90 km is used and kept constant. The resulting value is normalized using Equation234

7 and then the root-mean-squared value is calculated form a subset of the time series235

using Equation 8. The final metric describes the variability in the vertical phase height236

between two “patches”, Fresnel zones, reflecting off the D-region.237

3.2 Horizontal Roughness238

The second component of characterizing the electromagnetic roughness of a sur-239

face is determining the “horizontal roughness”. A common technique for characterizing240

spatial variability, which can be applied to this problem, is called cross-correlation anal-241

ysis. Variants of this method are widely used to solve problems in different remote sens-242

ing fields. The work by (J. Doviak et al., 1994), and citations within, used spaced receiver243

models and cross-correlation analysis to study atmospheric turbulence and wind param-244

eters. A paper by E. N. Bramley, (Bramley, 1951), similar to the paper by (Briggs et245

al., 1950), summarizes the use of a cross-correlation analysis technique on the reception246

of radio waves from the ionosphere for two closely spaced aerial antennas, such as two247

antennas on an airplane, for various conditions, such as whether there is a steady sig-248

nal present or not. This work was expanded on by (Lindner, 1975b) and (Lindner, 1975a)249

to, using the partial reflection technique, understand the angular spread of down com-250

ing reflected waves, the coherence ratio, and the scale/size of reflecting ionospheric ir-251

regularities. The work by (Wernik et al., 1983) used spaced receivers to study turbulent252

ionospheric irregularities, specifically the mean drift velocity and direction, the charac-253

teristic random velocity, the spatial scales of the irregularities, and the orientation of the254

irregularities. Cross-correlation analysis has been successfully used in similar remote sens-255

ing fields and can be applied to measure the spatial roughness of the D-region electron256

density.257

The primary metric derived from cross-correlation analysis is the correlation length258

scale. The correlation length scale is a statistical measure that describes the spatial vari-259

ance of a surface. In the context of this work, the correlation length scale will be used260

to measure the spatial variance in the amplitude of a wave reflecting from the ionosphere.261

It is well established in literature that the correlation length scale measured on the262

ground can be used as a proxy for the scale of a perturbation or to estimate the angu-263

lar spread of the scattering from a surface, (Ratcliffe, 1956). When the ionosphere is smooth,264
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the reflection will be specular and remain a narrow beam. As the roughness increases,265

the down coming ray becomes more diffuse and becomes a wider “cone” instead of a nar-266

row beam. Thus, as the roughness of the surface increases in relation to the wavelength267

being used, the measured correlation length scale of should increase as well.268

The correlation length scale is calculated as follows. First, the simultaneous am-269

plitude data being analyzed (e.g. N/S amplitude, E/W amplitude, major axis length,270

or minor axis length) from multiple receivers is aggregated, such as in Equation 10, where271

each variable represents the time series of the metric being analyzed. In this case, the272

time series may be the complete time series of the data collected during the campaign273

or a windowed subset of it.274

~x = [x1(t), x2(t), ..., xd(t)] (10)

Once the data has been aggregated, the data from each receiver is normalized in-275

dividually by calculating the Z-score, Equation 11, where µx is the mean and σx is the276

standard deviation.277

x̄ =
x− µx
σx

(11)

Using the normalized values, the cross-correlation is calculated between each pair278

of receiver metrics using Equation 12. Where xn+m is one receiver site metric at time279

t = n + m and y∗m is the complex conjugate of the other receiver site metric at time280

t = m. The result from Equation 12 is then normalized using Equation 13.281

R̂xy(m) =

{∑N−m−1
n=0 xn+my

∗
n, m ≥ 0,

R̂∗yx(−m), m < 0.
(12)

R̂xy,coeff (m) =
1√

R̂xx(0)R̂yy(0)
R̂xy(m) (13)

The result of this calculation is used to find the maximum value of the absolute value282

of each receiver pair combination. This results in a diagonal matrix of size D×D where283

the diagonal values are equal to approximately 1. Each point in this matrix corresponds284

to a specific receiver spacing. Figure 2 illustrates the receiver spacing configuration for285

a radial propagation scheme. A transmitter, on the left, is transmitting a wave that re-286

flects off the ionosphere, middle of figure, and is detected by some number of receivers,287

on the right. The receivers are located at a distance, d1,2,..., from the transmitter. The288

spacing between the receivers can be calculated in two ways: 1) the spacing between the289

midpoints of the propagation paths, L′, or 2) the ground spacing, L. Each element of290

the calculated diagonal matrix above has an equivalent diagonal matrix with elements291

corresponding to the spacing using either L′ or L. For this work, the ground spacing of292

the receivers, L, is exclusively used in order to match the simulated results in the next293

section.294

In general, the exact cross-correlation point is not captured, so an exponential fit,295

like the one in Equation 14, is used to approximate it. In Equation 14, “A” and “B” are296

coefficients and generally A ≈ 1. Figure 3 shows an example of this process. The left297

panel shows the major axis, or Hφ, correlation length scale. The blue square points are298

cross-correlation values for each pair of receivers. The black line is the exponential fit299

for the blue squares and the red horizontal line is the e−1 point. The point at which these300

two lines intersect is the correlation length scale. The same plot is shown in the right301

panel for the minor axis, Hθ.302
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Figure 2. Example propagation scheme of a transmitter (left) and two closely spaced re-

ceivers (right) with the waves reflecting off of the D-region.

R̂′(x) = A expBx (14)

Figure 3. Example of estimating the correlation length scale using an exponential fit. The

left panel shows the major axis cross-correlation values and the minor axis shows the minor axis

values.

4 Field Campaign Data Analysis303

With the two roughness metrics identified, the correlation length scale and the RMS304

height variation, field campaign data was collected. The collected field campaign data305

will be presented below. The roughness metrics will be applied to the data and discussed.306

Finally, comparisons will be made to VLF transmitters.307
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4.1 Field Campaigns308

The D-region is non-stationary and fluctuates on a very quick timescale at night-309

time, e.g. 5−25 minutes. Early partial reflection measurements had difficulty dealing with310

this issue when using amplitude statistics to study D-region scattering, (W. Hocking, 1987).311

Thus, receiver spacing and geometry, i.e. simultaneous spatial sampling of the ionosphere,312

will be critical in accurately measuring the roughness of the D-region. Two primary con-313

siderations will have to be taken into account: 1) measurements should be oriented trans-314

verse or radial to the propagation path with little deviation, 2) the transmitter-receiver315

propagation distances should be limited to approximately 600−1200 km to fall in the316

propagation region dominated by the first skywave.317

Several field measurements were made over the course of 2019. In each field cam-318

paign, some number of mobile receivers were deployed sequentially in a predetermined319

location, with permission from the property owner, such as a farm, and data was col-320

lected for some period. The data collected at each site is truncated to maximize the si-321

multaneous data. Table 2 summarizes the completed field campaigns, where spacing from322

reference indicates the distance from a chosen reference site. All the field campaigns were323

conducted near the permanent receiver site located at Baxley, Georgia, [31.8767◦ N, 82.3620◦324

W] indicated by the blue dot in Figure 4. This site is located at the “bottom” of what325

is called the Southeast Array, indicated by the black dots in the figure. The red dots in326

Figure 4 indicate the location of each transmitter used for this work. The red lines show327

the great circle paths (GCP) from the transmitter to the permanent receiver site in Bax-328

ley (GA). Table 1 summarizes the red transmitter-receiver paths shown in the figure, where329

the distances listed are from the transmitter to the permanent Baxley (GA) receiver. The330

receivers were arranged in a predominantly North-South orientation to capture data from331

several transmitters in a combination of “radial” and “transverse” paths, as depicted in332

Figure 5 where the arrow indicates the direction towards the transmitter being detected.333

Table 1. Summary of the transmitters and transmitter-receiver path geometries from the

completed field campaigns.

Transmitter Coordinates Frequency (kHz) Distance (km) Orientation

Detroit (MI) 42.2972◦N, 83.0952◦ W 319 1158.3 Radial
English Turn (LA) 29.8783◦N, 89.9417◦ W 293 757.7 Transverse

Tampa (FL) 27.8502◦N, 82.5325◦ W 312 446.6 Radial
Card Sound (FL) 25.4317◦N, 80.4663◦ W 314 737.9 Radial

Table 2. Summary of the field campaigns conducted in 2019 where the spacing from reference

is the distance between each receiver site from a fixed reference and the total time refers to the

total time of simultaneous data collection.

Date Number of Receivers Spacing from Reference (km) Total Time (Hours)

01/14/19 3 2.5, 5 0.777
01/14/19 3 5, 10 0.540
06/13/19 3 2.5, 5 0.432
06/13/19 3 2.5, 1.4 0.684
08/22/19 4 7.2, 1.4, 4.9 1.504
09/06/19 3 1.4, 4.9 3.983
09/07/19 5 7.3, 8.3, 8.6, 12 5.893
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Figure 4. Map showing the transmitter-receiver paths for the completed campaigns. The re-

ceiver site is indicated by the blue dot and label. The transmitters are shown using the red dots,

annotated with the respective transmission frequency.

4.2 Accounting for D-Region Non-Stationarity334

In order to discern variations and trends in the measured D-region roughness met-335

rics, the time series of all the data collected must be subsampled into smaller windows336

to increase the number of available observations. The optimal window size is one that337

has the smallest possible size, while maintaining stable stochastic properties. The first338

check is to test the stationarity of the process being detected. Stationarity is often an339

underlying assumption in time series analysis and enables the use of many simplifica-340

tions. The two most common types of stationarity are: 1) Strict-Sense Stationary (SSS)341

and 2) Wide-Sense Stationary (WSS), see (Durgin, 2002). Unfortunately, it was found342

that the data collected from the data campaigns is not WSS, and thus not SSS, which343

aligns with literature since it is well known that the nighttime D-region is highly erratic,344

e.g. (Thomson et al., 2007). However, a meaningful method is needed to determine an345

(approximately) optimal window size to use to segment the data collected from the field346

campaigns. The work by (Arikan & Erol, 1998) discusses methods for determining a proper347

window size for sliding window statistics where the process will be “locally stationary”,348

specifically in the context of ionospheric remote sensing. An empirical method described349

in this work is to inspect the data around the calculated sliding window mean, µ, for dif-350

ferent window sizes and select the longest window for which most of the data lies within351

a standard deviation, σ, of the mean.352

Analogous to above, increasing the window size used for a cross-correlation, the met-353

ric of interest, would increase its fidelity, but decrease its sensitivity to temporal vari-354

ations. Thus, a proper window size would be as long as possible, while maintaining tem-355

poral sensitivity. This can be empirically found as the shortest window size that just sta-356

bilizes the variation in the correlation length scale. Figure 6 shows the change in cor-357

relation length scale as a function of time and window size. The top panel shows the ma-358

jor axis correlation length, where each line represents a different window size as noted359

in the legend. The red dashed line is the correlation length for the entire time series. Each360

point in each line corresponds to the start time of the window used. The bottom panel361
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Figure 5. Orientation reference for the spaced receivers where the arrow indicates the direc-

tion towards the transmitter being detected.

shows the minor axis correlation length. It is evident from the figure that the correla-362

tion length scales in both the major and minor axis begin to converge around 25 min-363

utes. Window overlapping can also be used in order to maximize the length of each win-364

dow and the number of windows. Ultimately, a window size of 20 minutes with a 2.5-365

minute overlap (on each end) is used.366

4.3 Roughness Metrics367

Using a window and overlap size of 20 ± 2.5 minutes, as determined in the pre-368

vious section, all the collected field campaign data can be segmented and analyzed. This369

section will focus on the “horizontal roughness”, namely the correlation length scale. Fig-370

ure 7 summarizes all the collected field campaign data. The data is segmented by ma-371

jor and minor axis and by the orientation of the antenna array in regard to the trans-372

mitter being detected. Recall that “radial” refers to the array being parallel to the path373

of propagation and “transverse” refers to the array being perpendicular to the path of374

propagation. In each of the four panels a histogram of the correlation length scale, nor-375

malized by the wavenumber according to Equation 15, is shown with the y-axis indicat-376

ing the probability density function, or PDF. The geometric mean and standard devi-377

ation are shown in the top right corner of each panel. The black line over each histogram378

is a best fit Rician distribution meant to capture the shape and trend of the distribu-379

tion of each data set. The most pronounced trend in the figure is the difference between380

the major and minor axis correlation lengths in terms of the shapes, i.e. mean and stan-381

dard deviation, of the distributions. The differences between the radial and transverse382

distributions, for both the major and minor axis, are a lot more subtle. This may sug-383

gest that the major axis, or Hφ, is sensitive to a different scattering mechanism than the384

minor axis, or Hθ.385

kL =
2π

λ
L (15)

Another way of interpreting the data in Figure 7 is in reference to the estimated386

Fresnel zone size for the respective dimension. Figure 8 shows the same data as in Fig-387

ure 7, but normalized by the Fresnel zone. Due to the long propagation paths used, the388

radial dimension of the Fresnel zone is much larger than the transverse dimension, with389

the latter remaining consistent. This property can be observed in the two left panels of390

the figure, the radial orientations, which have different shapes than those in Figure 7,391

but the right panels, the transverse orientation, remained fairly consistent. In literature,392
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Figure 6. Superposition of the correlation length scale, as a function of time, calculated for

varying window sizes. The top panel shows the major axis correlation length and the bottom

panel shows the minor axis correlation length.

the ratio of the correlation length and the Fresnel zone is used to determine what, if any,393

approximations can be made to model scattering. The work done by (Spetzler & Snieder,394

2001b), (Spetzler & Snieder, 2001a), and (Spetzler et al., 2002) investigated when it was395

appropriate to use ray theory versus scattering theory based on this ratio, which can be396

used to provide a sense of scale of roughness. The correlation length scale can be thought397

of as a proxy for the scale of the perturbation, (Bowles et al., 1963), or rather the re-398

sulting angular spreading of the signal, (Bramley, 1951) and (Lindner, 1975a). If the pri-399

mary scattering mechanism is attributed to some number of small irregularities, then the400

correlation length scale is expected to be smaller than the Fresnel zone, (R. J. Doviak401

& Zrnic, 1983). If the correlation length scale is larger than the Fresnel zone, then it is402

suggested that a larger-scale structure is causing the scattering. The radial major axis,403

top left panel, and minor axis values, two bottom panels, both fall in the regime of “scat-404

tering theory”, i.e. L
LF

< 1, while the top right panel, the case of the transverse ma-405

jor axis, falls partly in the regime of “ray theory”, i.e. L
LF

>> 1.406

Once more using the window size and overlap of 20±2.5 minutes, the data is seg-407

mented and analyzed to investigate the vertical roughness. Figure 9 summarizes all the408

collected field campaign data. The data is segmented by the orientation of the antenna409

array in regard to the transmitter being detected – radial and transverse. In each panel410

a histogram of the RMS height variation, normalized by the wavenumber according to411

Equation 16, is shown with the y-axis indicating the probability density function, or PDF.412

The geometric mean and standard deviation are shown in the top right corner of each413

panel. The black line over each histogram is a best fit Rician distribution meant to cap-414

ture the shape and trend of the distribution of each data set. Unlike the correlation length415

scale data, the variation in the RMS height appears to be a lot lower. In addition, the416

RMS height appears to be consistent across field campaigns, however, as in the case of417
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Figure 7. Summary of the measured correlation length scale values for all field campaigns.

Top left panel: Major axis correlation length scale for the radial direction. Top right panel:

Major axis correlation length scale for the transverse direction. Bottom left panel: Minor axis

correlation length scale for the radial direction. Bottom right panel: Minor axis correlation length

scale for the transverse direction.

the correlation length scale, more data must be collected in order to determine any sea-418

sonal trends.419

kσ =
2π

λ
σ (16)

4.4 Comparison to VLF Transmitters420

Using a Very Low Frequency (VLF) transmitter on a similar path to a LF/MF NDGPS421

transmitter, the above roughness metrics can be studied as a function of frequency. This422

comparison can be done using the data collected on the 7-September-2019 field campaign423

in Baxley, Georgia, for the VLF transmitter in North Dakota, call sign “NML”, and the424

NDGPS transmitter in Detroit, Michigan. Figure 10 shows the transmitter-receiver ge-425

ometry (red lines) between Baxley, Georgia, (blue dot) and the two transmitters (red dots).426

The Detroit NDGPS transmitter is located approximately 1151.7 km from Baxley (GA)427

in a North-South path and transmits at 319 kHz. The NML transmitter is located ap-428

proximately 2104.7 km from Baxley (GA) in a more Northwest-Southeast path and trans-429

mits at 25.2 kHz. Although the NML-to-Baxley path is not an ideal comparison to the430

Detroit-to-Baxley path, it can serve as a useful proxy for investigating how the rough-431

ness metrics vary with frequency.432

First, using the same window and overlap size of 20 ± 2.5 minutes, the horizon-433

tal roughness, or correlation length scale, is investigated. Figure 11 summarizes the cor-434

relation length scale data for both transmitters. The two left panels show the data for435

the NDGPS transmitter. The top panel shows the major axis correlation length scale436
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Figure 8. Summary of the measured correlation length scale values for all field campaigns

normalized by their approximate Fresnel zone dimensions. Top left panel: Major axis correla-

tion length scale for the radial direction. Top right panel: Major axis correlation length scale

for the transverse direction. Bottom left panel: Minor axis correlation length scale for the radial

direction. Bottom right panel: Minor axis correlation length scale for the transverse direction.

data and the bottom panel shows the minor axis correlation length scale data. The right437

panels show the data for the VLF transmitter. The top panel shows the major axis cor-438

relation length scale data and the bottom panel shows the minor axis correlation length439

scale data. Once more, in each panel, the mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ, are show440

in the top right corner and the black line shows the best fit Rician to give a sense of the441

shape of the distribution. All values are normalized by the wavenumber of the respec-442

tive transmitter. Between both frequencies, the major and minor axis correlation lengths443

have similar shapes, but there is a significant difference in the magnitudes of the corre-444

lation length values. The NDGPS transmitter values tend to be much higher than the445

VLF values, primarily due to the correlation length scales being normalized by the wavenum-446

ber (i.e. ∝ 1
λ ) of the transmitters, where VLF wavelengths are about 10× larger than447

LF/MF wavelengths. The normalization gives a reference for how rough the D-region448

is given the wavelength and, in general, the correlation length scale can serve as a proxy449

for the scale of the perturbation, e.g. (Bowles et al., 1963), (Bramley, 1951), and (Lindner,450

1975a). In the case of Figure 11, the major axis correlation length scale measured us-451

ing the NDGPS transmitter is about 8× larger than that measured by the VLF trans-452

mitter when normalized by the wavenumber, 3.8× for the minor axis. This suggests that453

the roughness, or perturbations, measured by the NDGPS transmitters were larger, or454

caused more angular spreading, relative to the frequency compared to the VLF trans-455

mitters. This roughly translates to the D-region electron density being measured as “smoother”456

when using VLF. Early work using the partial reflection technique, (Lindner, 1975b), found457

that the angular spreading tended to increase with height. This would be consistent with458

the trend here if it is assumed that the absolute reflection height of the VLF wave is lower459

than the LF/MF wave.460
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Figure 9. Summary of the RMS height variation values for all field campaigns calculated us-

ing the differential phase height method. Left panel: RMS height values calculated for the radial

orientation. Right panel: RMS height values calculated for the transverse orientation.

Figure 10. Map of the two transmitter-receiver great circle paths (red lines) used to compare

the roughness metrics from a VLF transmitter (NML, 25.2 kHz) and an NDGPS transmitter (De-

troit (MI), 319 kHz). Data was collected during the 7-September-2019 field campaign in Baxley,

Georgia (blue dot).

Next, using the same window configuration, the vertical roughness, or RMS height461

variation, is investigated. Figure 12 summarizes the RMS height variation data for both462

transmitters. The left panel shows the data for the NDGPS transmitter. The right panel463

shows the data for the VLF transmitter. In each panel, the mean, µ, and standard de-464

viation, σ, are show in the top right corner and the black line shows the best fit Rician465

to give a sense of the shape of the distribution. All values are normalized by the wavenum-466

ber of the respective transmitter. Recall that the RMS height variation measured is cal-467

culated using the differential phase height method described in the previous chapter. Thus,468

this is a relative measure between two points in the D-region. Both panels have similar469

shapes, however the left panel mean value, showing the NDGPS transmitter, is about470

36× larger than the right right panel, VLF transmitter, mean. This suggests that the471

variation in phase height between two points is much higher, relatively to a wavelength,472
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Figure 11. Summary of the correlation length scale values from the 7-September-2019 field

campaign calculated in the radial direction. Left panels: Major axis (top) and minor axis (bot-

tom) correlation length scales calculated for the NDGPS transmitter in Detroit (MI) transmitting

at 319 kHz at a distance of 1151.7 km. Right panel: Major axis (top) and minor axis (bottom)

correlation length scales calculated for the VLF transmitter “NML” transmitting at 25.2 kHz at

a distance of 2104.7 km.

for an LF/MF wave than for a VLF wave. This is consistent with the correlation length473

scale measurement in suggesting that the D-region appears “smoother” for the VLF trans-474

mitter.475

5 Conclusion476

In this paper we present a method of characterizing the horizontal and vertical elec-477

tron density roughness of the D-region ionosphere using Nationwide Differential GPS (NDGPS)478

transmitters as Low Frequency (LF; 30−300 kHz) and Medium Frequency (MF; 300−3000479

kHz) signals of opportunity. The horizontal roughness is characterized using an ampli-480

tude cross-correlation method, which yields the correlation length scale metric. The ver-481

tical roughness is characterized using a differential phase height, which is needed to mit-482

igate the effects of transmitter phase instability. The ranges and typical values of rough-483

ness metrics are investigated using data from several field campaign measurements. Fi-484

nally, the roughness metrics for an NDGPS transmitter and VLF transmitter are com-485

pared. It is found that the roughness detected by the VLF transmitter is significantly486

smoother and demonstrates the utility of this method to complement traditional VLF487

measurements.488
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